A simple system with a hydrogen plasma confined by a magnetic field parallel to the bounding material wall is considered. The charged particles diffuse out of the plasma, recombine on the wall and return into the plasma volume as neutrals, which are ionized by electrons. It is demonstrated that macroscopic selfsustained oscillations are an intrinsic feature of such a system if the diffusion coefficient of charged particles is strongly inhomogeneous in the plasma.
Introduction.-Plasmas in laboratory devices are complex objects. This complexity manifests itself in different types of self-organization processes and, in particular, by macroscopic self-sustained oscillations seen in the time variation of local and global parameters such as plasma density, temperature, radiation losses, etc. Edge localized modes [1] and divertor oscillations [2] in tokamaks and breathing oscillations in stellarators [3] are examples. Understanding of the nature of these phenomena is crucial for finding more optimal regimes for the operation of modern and future devices and can bring a deeper insight into the nature of complex systems.
The interaction of plasma with the bounding material walls is considered as very essential for the oscillatory behavior described above. In this Letter we analyze a simple system with a hydrogen plasma confined by a magnetic field and enclosed by a wall parallel to the field; see Fig. 1 . Electrons and ions diffuse perpendicular to the field out of the plasma volume and recombine on the wall. Owing to diverse processes the generated neutral particles are released back into the plasma; i.e., the so-called particle recycling takes place [4] . In a stationary state the influx of neutrals compensates the loss of ions and electrons from the plasma. The ionization of neutral particles by collisions with electrons provides the source of charged particles in the plasma volume. It will be demonstrated that macroscopic self-sustained oscillations are an intrinsic feature of such a system if the diffusion of charged particles across the magnetic field is sufficiently inhomogeneous in the plasma volume.
Basic equations.-The variation of the densities of neutral and charged particles, N and n, respectively, with time t and the coordinate x perpendicular to the magnetic field, is governed by the continuity equations
where k i is the ionization rate coefficient, and and ÿ are the densities of particle fluxes. The influx of neutrals into the plasma is due to desorption of particles captured in the wall material [5] :
where is the desorption rate coefficient and C w the ''surface'' density of neutrals in the wall. The time variation of C w is governed by the imbalance between the loss of charged particles out of the plasma to the wall and the rate of neutral desorption:
The flux density of neutrals is determined by taking into account that due to charge exchange with ions the velocity of recycling neutrals changes chaotically many times before they are ionized by electrons [6, 7] :
with m being the neutral mass and k cx the charge-exchange rate coefficient. We assume the same temperature T for electrons and ions. This is a good approximation, in par- The American Physical Society ticular, for tokamak edge plasmas where the temperature equilibration time due to coulomb collisions is much shorter than characteristic times of heating and cooling processes due to, e.g., ionization of recycling neutrals. Under special discharge conditions these temperatures can differ significantly in the plasma core [8] .
The flux density of charged particles is governed by perpendicular diffusion:
The diffusion coefficient D can be spatially very inhomogeneous. In particular, different types of micro-instabilities are responsible for the transport processes in the core and at the edge in tokamak plasmas [9] . Thus, at the very edge, where the plasma temperature is low, the turbulence driven by electron collisions can dramatically increase the particle diffusion [10] . A strong variation of the diffusion coefficient does not contradict a smooth change of such plasma parameters as density and temperature since the plasma micro-instabilities are mostly controlled by the gradients of these parameters [9] Besides, the edge transport is increased significantly by a deliberate magnetic field stochastization [11] . In the following consideration this behavior is described qualitatively by a steplike dependence:
with constant D 0 < D 1 ; the position x 1 where the transport changes will be henceforth prescribed but can be determined self-consistently in a more sophisticated consideration.
In the case with a magnetic field parallel to the wall the plasma quasineutrality is broken in the sheath region [12] . In our analysis this region is not taken into account since its width is much smaller than that of the region in question determined by the penetration depth of recycling neutrals.
Stationary states of the plasma-wall system described above are analyzed under simplifying assumptions: (i) the plasma temperature T and, thus, the rate coefficients k i and k cx are independent of x, and (ii) the plasma density is zero at the wall because of the fast recombination of electrons and ions there. These restrictions are removed by modelling the time behavior numerically. For constant T; k i and k cx Eqs. (1) and (5) 
. This results in an exponential decay of the neutral density and particle fluxes, N, , ÿ expÿu, and the integral of Eq. (2)-into the equation for ux: Dd 2 u=dx 2 ÿx x w expÿu. The latter can be integrated analytically in each x region of constant D. A relation between the density of the charged particle outflow to the wall and the particle density n c in the plasma core, i.e., for u 1, can be obtained by using n du=dx. In dimensionless quantities n c
where
In the case of a homogeneous plasma diffusivity, D D 0 D 1 , 0, we have ; i.e., the previous result (see, e.g., [7] ), ÿx x w D n 2 c =2, is recovered. The latter can be understood by taking into account that the density gradient at the plasma edge is n c =l n where l n 2=n c is the penetration depth of neutrals. If > 0 Eq. (8) is sufficiently large, the dependence is a nonmonotonic N-like one with a negative slope in the transition zone between the regions considered above. The critical value of , cr , at which the nonmonotony appears, can be determined from the requirement that both d=d and d 2 =d 2 reduce to zero at the same cr . This leads to the equation 1:5 cr tanh cr ÿ 1= sinh2 cr providing cr 1:718 and cr cosh 2 cr = cr tanh cr ÿ 1 13:54. Stability analysis.-In the case of a nonmonotonic dependence three stationary values of the particle loss to the wall are possible for the same plasma density if this belongs to a certain range (see Fig. 2 ). In order to analyze the consequences of this the stability of stationary states is considered. For this purpose we sum up Eqs. 
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265002-2 that of charged particles and (ii) the particle fluxes disappear far from the wall. With Eq. (3) this leads to the charged particle balance:
This takes into account that n varies only in the region where neutrals are ionized, which is much thinner then the plasma dimension x w , e.g., the minor radius of the plasma column in a tokamak. By using Eq. (4) one gets dx w n c C w =dt 0 or, after the time integration, the conservation law for the total number of particles in the plasma-wall system: x w n c C w const x w n 0 . This can be used by rewriting Eq. (9) in the dimensionless variables and introduced above:
with 0 n 0 x w ÿ x 1 =2 and x w ÿ x 1 x w =D 1 . The conditions for instability one finds by linearizing Eq. (10) for small perturbations of proportional to expt. This provides the growth rate of perturbations:
Only stationary states with @=@ < 0 can be unstable, i.e., have > 0, if the desorption rate is sufficiently slow:
Moreover, under certain conditions this unstable state can be a single stationary one. In order to find when this takes place we get from Eq. (10) for a steady state:
The stationary parameters are determined by the intersection of the curves 1 and 2 ; see Fig. 3 . Thus for the uniqueness of the unstable stationary state ; , the conditions
should be satisfied. Inequalities (12) and (14) define the region in the ; 0 space where the system in question has a single unstable stationary state. Figure 4 demonstrates these regions for different parameters . They become smaller for very large because the slope of the curve 1 is too negative in the instability region and three intersections with the curve 2 become more probable. According to the theory of nonlinear systems time evolution of a system with a single unstable stationary state can represent a limit cycle with self-sustained oscillations modeled numerically in the next section.
Numerical modeling.-We consider a plasma sheet enclosed between two parallel walls posed at x x w . A finite e-folding length of 1 cm has been assumed as the boundary condition at the walls. Figure 5 shows the variation of the parameter 2 x w ÿ x 1 2 =2D 1 ÿx x w with the dimensionless time tD 0 =x 2 w computed by integrating Eqs. (1)- (7) numerically for the same , , and 0 used to find the curves in Fig. 3 [8] . The temperature dependence of the rate coefficients k i and k cx (see, e.g., Ref. [8] ) results in their variation through the plasma in the ranges 1:7 10 ÿ8 -3:3 10 ÿ8 and 4 10 ÿ8 -9 10 ÿ8 cm 3 =s, respectively.
One can see that self-sustained nonlinear oscillations develop in the plasma-wall system under consideration, as well as in the case when a realistic temperature profile and, thus, spatially changing k i and k cx are taken into account. During the long quasistationary phase of low particle losses the particle content in the plasma slowly increases due to desorption of neutrals from the wall. This gradually leads to the increase of the particle outflow from the plasma. This process becomes explosive, however, when neutrals are predominantly ionized in the edge layer with the high transport. Under critical conditions the particle outflow suddenly results in a nearly instantaneous ''devastation'' of this layer, which cannot be compensated by the slow diffusion of charged particles from the plasma core and neutral desorption from the wall. As a result the plasma density at the edge and the particle loss drop abruptly. The corresponding modifications in the plasma density profile are displayed in Fig. 6 .
Our calculations show that self-sustained oscillations are preserved if the diffusivity behavior is relaxed to a continuous transition between very different transport levels or if a cylindrical geometry is assumed.
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